
Your team works hard to ensure

the best care and consistent client

experience. But sometimes you

need to urgently fill a shift or a job

position – and it can be costly and

take weeks to find the right person.

Out-of-date directories, cluttered

classifieds, inefficient calling 

back and forth and not knowing 

who’sreliable… sound familiar? Being 

understaffed takes a toll on your 

team and pulls focus away from 

client care.

At IMLocum, you can save time and

resources when in need of staff.

At IMLocum, we believe that your

passion for working with animals

shouldn’t lead to burn out.

Imagine having the freedom and 

control of your schedule and your 

career today and years from now. 

But so often vet professionals 

struggle to have a work-life balance 

– picking up whichever jobs or 

locum shifts come your way.

Now, you can focus on what 

you’re good at and have clinics 

seek you out when they need 

your skills. Find new jobs and 

locum shifts on IMLocum.

I AM A MANAGER

Sign up or request a
demo at IMLocum.com 
403-818-7654  |  info@imlocum.com

I AM A PROFESSIONAL

CONNECTING VETERINARY 
PROFESSIONALS WITH NEW 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES



Working in the veterinary profession has been especially tough lately. Often we
struggle to have balance and leave work exhausted and depleted. At IMThriving,
we believe that our passion for working with animals shouldn’t lead to burn
out. We empower you through building resilience.

Flexible Continuing Education (CEs) - On demand, live and recorded, on
topics relevant to you and delivered by experts.

Community of kickass people like yourself - participate in live webinars and
discussion forums, communicate and collaborate monthly.

IMThriving is a subscription-based community offering on-line veterinary
continuing education and live and “hot-topic” conversations with leaders from
within our profession. Community of veterinary professionals and clinic staff.

EMPOWERING THROUGH BUILDING RESILIENCE

LEARN TO THRIVE ANY TIME/ANY PLACE!

Visit IMThriving.vet to join

Helping Professionals Build
Lasting Careers & Helping
Clinics Support Strong Teams

Inspiration
One of the biggest

threats to veterinary
industry is burn out.

We can end that here
by building resilient

community.

Resources & CEs
Have access to people 

who are experts in what 
they do and learn about 

things that matter to you. 
Webinars and CEs 

tailored to you.

Support
We are here to

advocate and support
each other in the

fight to overcome
adversities and thrive

in our profession.


